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Lecture and Discussion: 
Regional Cooperation: The Case of Europe 

Ummu Salma Bava (Jawaharlal Nehru University) 
Monday 13 February, 2012 

 
Lecture in the series ‘The State in a Globalizing World: Problematic, yet indispensable’ 

 
Abstract: The European Union is long seen as a masterpiece of regionalization and aligning 
national interests. In several regions of the world it is seen as an example how to realize 
better cooperation and stronger representation in the international arena. But Europe is in 
crisis since the financial crisis of 2008. What seemed a successful process appeared to be 
weak because the lack of supranational power to align economies and welfare 
arrangements. Is Europe at a crossroad either to speed up its economic integration with 
inevitably the handing over of more decision making to Brussels? What could that mean for 
the role of the national state in Europe?  
 
Speaker: Prof. Dr. Ummu Salma Bava is Professor of European Studies at the Centre for 
European Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 
India. She also serves as guest faculty at the Foreign Service Institute, Ministry of External 
Affairs (New Delhi); and is Associate Fellow of the Asia Society (New York). She is one of the 
leading experts in India on contemporary Indian and European foreign and security policy. 
Her other focus areas are European and South Asian politics, regional integration and 
organization, international politics, globalization, and norms and conflict resolution. She has 
just started a project on Indian Foreign Policy in a Globalised World.  
 
Date: Monday 13 February 2012/ Location: Auditorium, VU University, De Boelelaan 1105, 
Amsterdam / Time: 18:00h-19:30h (doors open 17:30h and drinks at 19:30h) / Language: 
English / Admission: Free / Registration recommended through registration@sidnl.org / 
Website: http://www.sid-nl.org 
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